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Since the publication of World Dynamics’ in 1971

Rook, Limite to fh’ byMeadows and nthamemie Sm often repeated
set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. These reactions

have appeared enough times to justify analysis and comment. e——"3 Nk

The wwe=books deaPwith the dynami ’Neractions betw popula-

tion, capital, natyfal redgurces, pottuciop od rertestenre, Zio 3+
ksa t ,."wzlium of compufer mode®q that have been t.
urs ths ‘nce of assumptions that now sedg *n upg

uahing
41 choeh the debate molest World Dvn- * eng Limits to

CoGitl, L van. JOG i i tetws or World Dynau, - dSe some OL

the comments rex: “round specific numerical agfurntions that are Foailable
in the ester too. thoug.. HE correspondialz nu ..&lt;&amp;1 and quantitative
assts ne for ~ "bee &lt;0 ser’ _jus—rgearch

grou” __ ~This writing generally
CR  intruemoms—oiin ber. ‘Theuse of models in decision-
naking is old anu aw duta=y, Lninking depends on models. One does

not have a real city or nat’ 3is head--only assumptions and simplifi-
oations that are a model thaw we DN instead of the real system. Nations

and the world are now mar 4 entizeINn the basis of models. The mental
model starts from varie. assumptions ab ut the parts of a social system,

draws conclusions ahAt the future dynamic Nmplications of those assumptions

and goes on to srprose modifications of RN policies that are presumed
to lead toward y better future. The computer m deling process on which

the two book¥ are based is, in general, the same Ye the mental modeling

process. The differences are in degree rather than in kind. The computer

1. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

} 2. Meadows, Donella H., ect. al, The Limits to Growth, Universe
Books, 381 Park Avenue South, New York.
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model is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

more certainty. :

The computer model presents its underlying ossmpriens flere
and eXplicitly so that they are available for criticism and revifion. The

assumptdons are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divyfse the assumed
structure or others to analyze. Because the structure hag’been made un-

ambiguous amN, the numerical assumptions have been made gfor-itative, the’

resulting mode\ (which is a theory of social structurg’i can be used by a

computer to expodMeg the behavioral consequences of te assumptions that have
been made.

Why has eI pb Lic and press giver ty much attention to thege.
book” Some ive 2 Te terms of publicity efforts

“hers and av hoEN | But World Dyngfi.cs was released-by apreviously
©omwh “h noth\ng more tha / F Tfiailing of literatureande. With .—th wre tg it was being disCussed in the daily

vcals, and *y/many._ .1-interest publications.
sues touched on “public concerns,

The = controy:. .y Ws arisen because the computer modeling

process exposes internal contradictions that exist in the currently prevalent
mental models. The conpuirle models are e entially consistent with present

assumptions about major orld interactions, \ The behavior of the models is

consistent with the gbserved rising social, teXhnical, economic, and environ-

mental pressures ound the world. But the modeMN come as a shock because

they suggest a #iture that is quite different from Wee one our mental

models have h€en anticipating. The critics seem to assWme that the inconsis-

tency bety en assumptions and expectations will be. resolwd by altering
the basil assumptions until models behave in accordance Nee future
hope#. | But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models a e more

TA iable in their basic assumptions than in .anticipating future behavior

that follows from the assumptions.
The reactions to the bookp seeiP to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the crities bring to the subject:

Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
not to exist.
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Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-

istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Addressing only limited physical and economic issues
while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth.

A sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.
Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation..
Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages.
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/ . Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly.

Failing to perceive correctly the implications of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models,

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rules cof 2cbote so that vague and uaocispecific complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that

+ given in a computer model, . Yo UNLto ’ ) | 8 A &lt; mL 3 - a“

0. reholeti MRAVUAL: Aer — Wan | a 0 0
Taking each of these nine points in turn: MiAMRRNALX
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1. Analysis Not Possible, It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as presented in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken because sufficient information is not available.

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

however, an alternative that is not available. tothe manager, the political

leader, or the citizen. We all live now. We all act in the present, What

we do or avoid today determines ‘the future. We do not have the option of
stopping time while knowledge accumulates. Furthermore, every decision
that is made is made on the basis of models, Those models are now the

mental models in the heads of citizens, ‘members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives at the United Nations. " In general those

mental models arc less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled
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3 and put cn a computer. They are also less accessible and less specific. In

additien thov contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions

and the assumed behavior, The critic, by suggesting that formal models

should be delayed, implies that he has Wore confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in an explicit formal model. He is saying

that ignorance is bliss. He would rather depend on a mental model whose

assumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

that explicitly states those assumptions. The computer models are now

beginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility and influence.

The ‘proper rejoinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer
equally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding

of social systems can rapidly advance.
2. Materialistic Viewpoint. Criticisms have tended to focus only

on issues of resources, pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow

materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-
cal aspects of. existence. In fact the consequences of rapid technological
change, crowding, pressures on resources, and the need for rising resource

rlows Irom the underdeveloped countries Lu sustain ecununiy prowils ia Cue

developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic stress,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and an increasing probability
of a third world war. The fundamental issue here arises from the way |

that pressures created by growth redistribute themselves within the social

system, If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts of the system. —— .

We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we do economic

pressures. In turn,” we are more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychological issues. - Therefore, ‘the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses
into the economic and social realms... Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying psychological and social disturbance.



3. Layers of Limits, The narrow economic viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.

Yet the limits to growih exist in a succession of layers. To the extent

that the immediate layer.can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.
This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular

assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources, Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resourcer

limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

. « « the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible
modes of behavior of the world system. One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth. Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
*han the 250-year supply that has been assumed here. Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do so.

. + o natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « . «

The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is
to take one layer of restraint off the growth forces of the system.
{page 753) . . .

« « « | this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex

systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old,
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase. But now, as technology reaches the point of diminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution" may more and more be only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another, (page 80)

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,
food shortage as’ another possible limit, and Srouding as the ultimate limit.

Those who depend only on technology should ask themselves ‘what the next
set of limits will be, Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will, If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists
will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater social

disorientation.
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4, Futility in the Face of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, actions, and value structures of

society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness. But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens. The public viewpoint has

changed markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for :

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for | population limita-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

‘solve problems will produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical

aspects of the world system. I believe the critics' futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are begining to recog-

nize deteriorating interactions between technical, economic, and social

forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.

5. Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

all problems, It is often suggested that additional capital investment

can increacc agricultural output, reduce poliluiion, aud ude luwel grade

resources, This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur,

But the optimists do not address themselves to the’ feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation, Two developing trends suggest that it will
be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-_

lation ‘has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances, As environmental

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as

population continues to grow while production comes under ever heavier .
restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert SuET ent produc-

tion into current consumption. As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,
there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital.

| 6. Rising Prices. Prices have not Boe, included in the variables

of the World Dynamics model. Many have seen the absence of prices as a

major weakness, and have asserted that price aechanisns would curtail use

of scarce goods and thereby prevent their disappearance. But rising prices



imply more effort expended per unit of product. Higher real prices are

equivalent to lower produelivity and a falling standard of living. It

matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford.

Prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, and they encourage the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods. But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if population and industriali-
zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment, Thi s viewpoint

 parallels the U." S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,

Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, 'there was but small

support for the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems,"

fh
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7. Misinterpretation of Aggregation. An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad ‘issues can be more clearly

accentuated. When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in

a chain of causality are omitted. A critic who is accustomed to taking a

narrow subsystem view may observe the omission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic

sector of World Dynamics. ‘In the model birth rate depends on the material

standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

~vgest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not _

(..:se might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

represented in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of’ space, food, .

material goods, and a satisfactory environment? Social attitudes and insti-

tutional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself
into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man. |

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier
life that fewer children make possible. But one should look back into the
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cconomic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The

intervening variables that | are suggested will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables dealt with in World Dynamics.

The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

tions in the computer model. But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

‘with the varying economic, psychological, and environmental pressures on

the population.
8. Technical Change. The erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment. From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. Tt

also includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

lottor are not reprecented elgewhare in the model evatem and the dinvest-

ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital.”

Phvsical capital, education, and technical advancement have very similar

dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with population,

tends to reproduce itself. Physical capital tends to make possible a higher

rate of accumulation of physical captial. Knowledge makes it possible to
accumulate still more knowledge, Technical accomplishment becomes the _

foundation for further technical accomplishment. They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback loop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be
assregated together as a first approximation. | if this had not been done

with some success, how otherwise would the behavior of the model, which

starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory

that passcs through the conditions of 19707 Certainly the seventy inter-

vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several
effects could have been separated and represented individually in the model.
Doing so would have made details panier to describe, but would have obscured

‘lie broad overall structure of world interactions.



J. Changed Rules of Debate, In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications’ for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have been equally vague. But! computer models of social structure
are explicit, the assumptions hive meaning to an ordinary person who has

knowledge of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that
can be expressed in explicit verbal language can ‘be put into computer

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

than translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,
the constructions are unambiguous. | All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed.
With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the

implications of the assumptions as presented in computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for. Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would
then be possible to determine Whether or not the al ternative suggestions
would cueige ihe conclusions. Bul so fei musi ciiiius aie slaudiug cuiside

of the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection. Although far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

: The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics
gives a new basis for drawing together the interactions between technology;

solitics, economics; law, ethics, and religion.* The interactions between
disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences from within
any single discipline. = System dynamics, by providing a common framework,

allows tiie interconnections to be established. But more than a systems

methodelony is necessary. Knowledge .ebcut the po} systems 12 required. Time

is needed to put each subsystem into 2 common framework. As the world

becomes more concested, the interactions become more significant. If the

g

“For a discussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
my chapter, "Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L, Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Street, Cambridece, Mass., U.S.A
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changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

che multiple interactions within society must be better understood. This,

I suggest, is the great challenge of the next one or two decades, The task

now is not the. gathering of more detailed and elementary information. That

has been going on for years. We are overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

wnowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together. Computer models are such theories, They
show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of the consequences;

they permit a test of the theories against the | evidence from reality.

Toward achieving this better understanding, I suggest that several major

research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field of endeavor. All should .amalgamate existing knowl-

edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models), so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest
roads toward the most scceptable of available futures. |

Jay W, Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 1969; Medal of Honor of the Institute of
2lectrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, 1972; Award for Outstanding Accomplishment by the
Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society, 1972; author of Industrial Dynamics,
1961, and Urban Dynamics, 1969, (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and
of Principles of Systems, 1968, and World Dynamics, 1971 (both Wright-Allen
°ress, Cambridge, Massachusetts, in England through John Wiley.)
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Jay W. Forrester o. ‘iad aed As

A number of writers have recently undertaken to assure the public

that no fundamental threat exists from rising population, increasing indus-

trialization, growing pollution, or intensifying social stress. They

suggest that the wisdom of man, the foresight of governments, the pursuit

of technology, and the infallibility of economic processes will success-

fully deal with all threats and lead to a future utopia. They have labeled

as doomsayers those who point out the hazards implicit in present trends

and who suggest that man should alter direction toward a safer and more

satisfactory destination.

One such book is The Doomsday Syndrome by John Maddox. (Mac-

Millan, 1972). Perhaps the book is best described by the first sentence

of its own preface: "This is not a scholarly work but a complaint." Or

for a brief summary one could turn to the author's countryman, Alan Codding-

ton of Queen Mary college, in his paper, '"The Cheermongers" (Your Eunviron-

ment, Autumn 1972), where he reviews, before refuting, the essential points

made by those who assure us that no problems of the future need be cause for

present concern and then continues, "So much for the cheermongering back-

lash. It is to be found in its purest form in the writings of Anthony

Crosland, Professor Wilfred Beckerman, and Jeremy Bray, but traces of it

are currently widespread. More recently, John Maddox has made a bid for

he status of cheer leader, but his work adds nothing of substance to the

existing arguments,"

one or more of seven attitudes--a focus on the near-term future, the expecta-

tion that governments can solve all problems, hope built on the absence of

information, unbounded confidence in technology, belief that our economic

processes are omniscient, fallacy in argument, and faith in supopcimizing.

Illustrations of all of these are to be found in The Doomsday Syndrome.

Regarding a focus on the short-term future, the author a: tempts

to establish his time horizon as being as distant as anyone's by saying

1. Copyright © 1972 by Jay W. Forrester.

2. Submitted for the January 1973 issue of the Cambridg: Review,
University of Cambridge.
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in the preface, "One of the distressing features of the present deb:cte

about the environment is the way in which it is supposed to be an argument

between far-sighted people with the interests of humanity at heart and

others who care not tuppence for the future." But as early as page 2

the time horizon begins to shorten, After mentioning the problems of

schooling, housing, Bengal, and Calcutta, the author opts for the present:

"The question which the doomsday prophets pose for those who share their

compassion for society is whether the energies of the human race should be

spent on problems like these which, however difficult, can be solved or

whether they should be spent on the avoidance of more distant trouble."

An important issue to which
 -—

to which solution of the short-run problemswillindeed make worse the ‘more
distant troubles. And the retreat from the future is complete by page 23

with the worn-out quotation, "In the long run, as Lord Keynes put it, we

shall all be dead." In fact, the book does not strike the essential

balance between the present and the future.

The author, when it suits his purpose, expresses great confi-

dence that government can rise to any threat that might confront mankind.

But in his franker moments he completely contradicts that viewpoint. On

page 8 is found a statement of confidence, "The moral, of course, is what

it has always been--that governments have a responsibility to ensure that

in the process of technical innovation, society reaps mostly benefits, . .

The belief that technology is an all-powerful juggernaut wringing the humanity

out of society seems usually to be a cloak for a pessimistic belief in the

impotence of social institutions." But even on the next page the confidence

falters, "Governments have all tco often been unwilling to shoulder their

responsibilities. In all advanced societies, governments have waved on

the introduction of jet aircraft without thinking sufficiently about the

extra noise that they would cause. They have encouraged industrial develop-

ment without thinking sufficiently of the unavoidable side effects of

industry, pollution chief among them. They have encouraged urbanisation

without paying enough attention to city planning." But even this waning

confidence in governmental institutions has disappeared one-third of the
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way through the book on pages 80 and 81, "The scandal of what has happened

to the whales in the southern seas is miserable proof that folly c¢ = make

its way even in a reasonable world. Since the Second World War, ii aas

been clear that the whaling industry was in danger of fishing itself out

of existence, . . . Under pressure from nations anxious to catch as many

whales as possible as soon as possible, the commission has consistently

set annual quotas which are too large. . . . The result is that the total

population of blue whales is probably no more than a few hundreds. . . .

The failure of the International Whaling Commission to do the job for

which it was set up is a poor augury for the international organisations

which are probably already overdue if the stocks of valuable commercial

fish. . . are not to be depleted by over-fishing.," So, we have the cheer-

mongers depending on governmental processes that they already recognize

as reacting too little and too late.

The confidence generated by lack of information seems unexplainable

except by assuming a head-in-the-sand attitude. On page 6 after mentioning

insecticides and concern about unintended weather transformation, the author

says, "Fortunately, these chains of events are by no means inescapable. For

one thing, the processes which are supposed to lead to disaster are only

imperfectly understood." Is imperfect understanding a foundation on which

to build complacency? Processes that are imperfectly understood can be

more serious than assumed, as well as less serious.

The unbounded confidence in technology and in technologists that

some of these authors exhibit is frightening to behold. 1 speak on this

as one whose career from 1939 to 1956 was immersed in the technological

frontier. During that period of time it was easy to see the transition

of technology from the tradition of the independent, professional engineer

to the corporate employee, subservient to financial and political pressures.

The trends since have continued to impersonalize the technological process

and make it less responsible. On page 95 and speaking of the thre-=t from

radioactive wastes, Maddox says, "Worse still, the suggestion that pollution

of this kind 'is likely to occur' is strictly a subjective judgmen:, It

implies that something will go wrong with the plans which nuclear engineers

are making for the disposal of the waste products from nuclear plants. .

the message [referring to concern expressed by employees of the Atomic
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Energy Commission}. . . is nothing but the message that they lack confi-

dence in the engineers. Is that a sufficient basis for a crusade against

nuclear electricity?" Time after time in military equipment, consumer

products, and pharmaceutical drugs we have seen defects and disasters

because short-range economic pressures and expediencies for early delivery

have overridden attempts to achieve good technical design. Today most

engineers work within administrative bureaucracies. These bureaucracies,

whether corporate or governmental, unavoidably develop a short-term viewpoini

hat serves the current interests of the people who populate the organiza-

tional structures. An engineer who places professional integrity above

the pressures to which the organization is responding will be labeled an

obstructionist and will be shunted aside, fired, or pressured into leaving.

His place will be taken by someone whose strength of character is less

or someone whose skill and judgment are not sufficiently well-developed to

reveal to him the long-term hazards of his actions. Herein lies the danger.

There is indeed a "sufficient basis" that people should "lack confidence

in the engineers." Naive belief that all humans are motivated by the long-

term good of society, that they know how to implement that motivation, and

that they exist in organizations that will permit the implementation are

dangerous self-deceptions indeed.

The typical cheermonger's belief in omniscient economic processes

is illustrated by a quotation from page 83, "It follows that at some stage

in the next century, the petroleum business as it is at present known will

come to an end. Either the price of petroleum products such as fuel oil

and motor spirit will increase until it is cheaper to use alternatives,

or the reserves will be exhausted. On the long view, however, this prospect

should not keep people awake at night. For one thing, the petroleum reserves

will not come to an abrupt end--instead, there will be a steady increase of

srice so that econcmically less valuable uses are eliminated first." This

argument has been extended by various writers to include resources, land

and food. Rising real prices mean less average output per man-hour of

effort and also a falling standard of living. Why so many economists

equate rising prices to permanently adequate supplies is hard to understand.

Does the man without heat care whether he cannot get fuel because chere is

a shortage or because he cannot afford to buy the scarce remaining supply?
T 4g
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Another characteristic of much cheermonger writing is the kind

of argument that seems persuasive on quick reading, but when more carefully

analyzed is found empty. From page 95 we find a typical example. Iiaddox

quotes employees of the Atomic Energy Commission as saying: '''Radioactivity

represents one of the worst, maybe the worst of all poisons. . . . One

year of operation of a single, large nuclear power plant, generates as

much of long-persisting radioactive poisons as one thousand Hiroshima-

rype atomic bombs. . . . Once any of these radioactive poisons are released

to the environment, and this we believe is likely to occur, the pollution

of our environment is irreversible. They will be with us for centuries.'"

Maddox then goes on to say, ''The premise in this argument is true. . . .

All existing nuclear power stations produce large quantities of radio-

active isotopes. But there is no certainty in the argument that any of

these ‘radioactive poisons' would permanently pollute the environment,

for some of them are exceedingly short-lived." By pointing out correctly

chat some of the isotopes are short-lived, he tries to establish that there

is no threat. He does not address himself to the very long-life isotopes

that also exist to which the Atomic Energy Commission authors were addressing

themselves and which represent the serious threat.

Those who suggest cheerfully that there need be no concern for

the future usually place their confidence in the process of suboptimizing.

Suboptimizing means working separately toward each subgoal of a society in

he belief that the overall metagoal of the social system will thereby be

approached most rapidly. The metagoal is the overall measure that is

usually called "quality of life." A society has many subgoals. Each must

be partially met, but none will be fully met. The management of a society

consists of reallocating resources in accordance with the changing extent

to which the various subgoals have been satisfied. Some subgoals can be

enhanced through technology. Other subgoals are approached by economic

action, Still other subgaals involve altering social and psychological

variables.

There is a strong and natural tendency to work toward those

subgoals that respond to methods we best understand. An industrial society



is most able to handle technology. But the industrial society is less

| able to control economic processes. And it is quite ineffective w na faced

with the need for fundamental psychological and social change. Therefore,

because the means are better understood, technical goals get first attention,

both in practice and in the hearts of the cheermongers. With less confidence,

secondary effort is devoted to the more uncertain and elusive economic

subgoals. Last and least, faltering and ineffective stabs are made at

closing the gap between present conditions and our social and psychological

|subgoals.

4

The tendency is almost overwhelming to suboptimize by focusing on

the technical subgoals with secondary attention to the economic subgoals.

This is a satisfactory procedure as long as efforts to meet one subgoal

have no detrimental effect on the likelihood of meeting other subgoals. If

there is such independence, an increase in any subgoal makes some contri-

bution to enhancing the metagoal. Suboptimizing is satisfactory under

circumstances when subgoals are independent of one another. Suboptimizing

is not satisfactory after the social system has reached a condition when

efforts to enhance ome subgoal actively reduce the chances of meeting other

subgoals., I believe that our social systems set here a trap for tnose

who judge the future entirely by the past.

During the exponential growth phase in any social system, there

seems to be a high independence between the various subgoals. During growth

suboptimizing is satisfactory. A particular subgoal can be pursued without

immediate and substantial reduction in the likelihood of meeting other

subgoals, During growth the trade-offs exist between points in time. At

any particular moment during growth the welfare at that moment can be

increased in exchange for a cost that must be paid in the future. The

time for paying that cost occurs at the transition region between growth

and equilibrium when the growth curve reaches its point of inflection and

changes from upward curvature and begins to curve toward equilibrium.

This point occurs well before the actual equilibrium condition its:1£., Today

we are in that transition region. We are beginning to pay the pricz for

advantages that mankind reaped in the past. For example, the past increases

in food per capita, in public health measures, and in medicine improved

health, well-being and security in the past. But those very advan.ages

produced population growth with the accompanying social stresses aad threats

of today.
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But in the transition region and beyond in equilibrium, the nature

of subgoal trade-offs changes. No longer can we improve our present lot at

the expense of some future time. The trade-offs begin to occur very quickly

between the various subgoals in the present. In other words, the condition

develops in which improving one aspect of societv reduces another. To

be more specific, if we continue to work toward technical subgoals and

relieve those pressures that technology can relieve, we thereby encourage

a continuation of the growth process as recommended by men like Maddox.

But the continued growth will make the economic and the social diffi-

culties progressively greater. The very argument to which Maddox addresses

himself between the environmentalists and the growthmen is a manifestation

of this increasing interrelatedness in subgoals. The economic subgoals

are now encroaching upon the environmental subgoals. But even worse,

as these two sets of goal seekers attempt to suboptimize, the pressures

are thrown into the third realm of social and psychological strain.

We are now at the point where population and industrial growth

will be under ever-rising pressures until the growth process is gradually

brought to rest. The most fundamental and important question is how we would

like to have the pressures distributed. Should there be balanced pressures

with some from the technological side, some from economic aspects of

existence, some from the social side, and some from self-discipline and

self-restraint? Or do we want the pressures concentrated in a single

area? If we take off the pressures where we can, and thereby encourage

growth to continue, we are active agents in ultimately increasing the

stresses in other areas. Men with the Maddox message are essentially

saying: remove the economic restraints, allow growth to continue, and

maintain the past trends until economic and social pressures sufficiently

threaten the society that the latter alone stop growth. We see these social

pressures increasing already, TI believe we can clearly trace back to

growth and to the changes that accompany technology such social disorienta-

tions as drug addiction, rising crime rate, aircraft hijackings, g=nocide,

and the increasing threat of a third world war. A third world war is apt

to involve conflict over space, natural resources, pollution dissination

rights, and political freedom. All of these pressures are intensified by

rising population and by rising industrialization, So the proper question
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does not regard the technical feasibility of obtaining more energy and using

lower grade resources. Instead the question could better be phras ': assuming

that we can solve the technical problems, do we want to? More and ore the

technical solutions will increase the economic and social pressures. The

cheermonger plea is an echo from the past when suboptimizing was a satis-

factory way to run society. But the fundamental nature of world society

is changing. The siren song of growth now begins to lead down the primrose

path to rising social disorder. The interlocked nature of the subgoals

is such that the social pressures will rise as high as necessary to counter-

act the growth-encouraging actions for which the cheermongers plead. Here

lie issues much too serious to be dealt with by a treatment that "is

not a scholarly work but a complaint."

Instead, I feel the clash of viewpoints represented by the

differing attitudes of the growth economists, the materialistic cheer-

mongers, the environmentalists, and those that speak for the balanced

metagoals of society should receive the most serious attention. The

issues are too difficult and deep to be disposed of by quickly written

books and brief rejoinders. Nothing less than the best minds of the world

working together over the next one or two decades can deliver the insights

necessary for modifying our technology, political institutions, legal

structures, social organizations, and religions® to make them mutually

consistent in support of a decent future.

*For a discussion of religions in the context of these issues,
see my chapter "Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World

Equilibrium" in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L. Meadows, editor,
Wright-Allen Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A., in England from
John Wiley,
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But the models come as a shock because

they suggest a future that is quite different from the one our mental

models have been anticipating. The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency between assumptions and expectations will be resolved by altering
the basic assumptions until models behave in accordance with our future

oy But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models are more

reliable in their basic assumptions than in ‘anticipating future behavior

that follows from the assumptions.

The reactions to the books seem to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the critics bring to the subject:

I. Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
not to exist.



2 Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-

istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Addréssing only limited physical and economic issues.
while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth.

A sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.
Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation.

Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages,

Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly.

Failing to perceive correctly the implications:ofaggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models.

Overlookingthewaycomputermodels are changing the
rules of debate so that vague and nonspecific complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
are given in a computer model,

Taking each of these nine points in turn:

1. Analysis Not Possible. It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as. presented in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken because sufficient information is-not available.

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by-a critic who is free to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the ‘person who need not act and wishes to ‘avoid professional risk. It is,

however , an alternative that is not available to the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen. We all live now. We all act in the present. What

we do or avoid today determines the’ future. We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates, Furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. Those models are now the

mental models in the heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives ‘at the United Nations, In general those
mental models are less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled



and put on a computer. They are also less accessible and less specific. In

addition they contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions

and the assumed behdvior. The critic, by suggesting that formal models
should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in ‘an explicit formal model. He is saying

that ignorance is bliss, He would rather depend on a mental model whose

assumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

that explicitly states those assumptions. | The computer models are now

beginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility and influence.

The proper rejoinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer

equally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding
of social ‘systems can rapidly advanch, |

2. + Materialistic Viewpoint. Criticisms have tended to focus only

on ‘issues of resources, pollution, and capital. This betraysanarrow
materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-

cal aspects of existence. In fact the consequences of rapid technological

change, crowding, pressures on resources, and the need for rising resource
flows from the imderdevel oved countries fo sustain econnmic orogth in the

developed countries,’allaremanifestingthemselves in economic stress,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and an increasing probability
of a third world war, The fundamental issue here arises from the way

that pressures created by. growth redistribute themselves within the social

system. If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts-of the system, ---——- |

We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we do economic

pressures. In turn,.we are more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psycheclogical issues, Therefore, ‘the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses

into the economic and social realms. ~ Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying ‘psychological and social disturbance.



3. Layers of Limits, The narrow economic viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.
Yet the limits to growth exist in a succession of layers. To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular

assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources, Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-

limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

, « » the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible

modes of behavior of the world system. One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth. Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
than the 250-year supply that has been assumed here. Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do so.

« « « Datural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « -
The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is

bo take one layer of restraint off the growth forcos of the syctem,
(page 73) + . .

. « [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex

systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old,
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. - In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving. so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase, But now, as technology reaches the pointofdiminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution' may more and more be.only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. (page 80)

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible ‘limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit.

Those who depend only on sechuclogy .should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be. Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more ‘intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will. If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists
will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater social

disorientation.



4, Futility in the Face of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we — change the present traditions, activhs, and valee struchures of
society. This is the volee of resignation and hopelessness, But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens. The public viewpoint has

changed markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population limita-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

solve problems will produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical

aspects of the world system. I believe the critics’ futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are beginning to recog-

nize deteriorating interactions bermedh technical, economic, and social

forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive,

5. Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

all problems. It is often suggested that additional capital investment

can increase agliculiural vdipui, reduce poliution, and use lower grade

resources. This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur,

But the optimists do not address themselves to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation. Two developing trends suggest that it will

be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances. As environmental

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as

population continues to grow while production comes under ever Teavier
restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

tion into current consumption, As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,

there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital, |

6. Rising Prices. Prices have not been included in the variables

of the World Dynamics model. Many have seen the absence of prices as a

major weakness, and have asserted that price mechanisms would curtail use

of scarce coods and thereby prevent their disappearance. But rising prices



imply more effort expended per unit of product. ' Higher real prices are

equivalent to lower productivity and a falling standard of living. It
matters very little. to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford,

Prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, | and they I, the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods, But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if population and industriali-

zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint

parallels the U. S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,

Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, "there was but small
support far the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems."
7. Misinterpretation of Aggregation, An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

accentuated, When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in
a chain of causality are omitted, A critic who is ‘accustomed to taking a

narrow subsystem view way observe the calssion of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. | This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic

sector’ of World Dynamics. In the model,birth rate depends on the material
standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not
these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

pepreseqted in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,

material goods, and a satisfactory environment? Social attitudes and insti-
tutional faptors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man.

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier

life that fewer children make possible. . But one should look back into the



economic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The

intervening variables that are suggested will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables dealt with in World Dynamics.

The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

cions in the computer model. But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying ‘economic, psychological, and environmental pressures on

the population. -
8. Technical Change. The “erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment, From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It

slso includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

latter are not represented elsewhere in the model svstem and the invest-

ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital,"

Physical capital, education, and technical advancement have very similar
dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with population,

tends to reproduce itself, Physical capital tends to make possible a higher

rate of accumulation of physical captial. Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment: becomes the  _.

foundation for further technical accomplishment, They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback loop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be

aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done

with some success, how otherwise would the behavior of the model , Which

starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory

that passes through the conditions of 1970? Certainly the seventy inter-

vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several

effects could have been separated and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have made details easier to describe, but ‘would have obscured

the broad overall structure “of world interactions.



9. Changed Rules of Debate. 1In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have. been equally vague. But computer models of social structure

are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has

komriedme of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that

can be expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer’

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

than translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,

the constructions are unambiguous. All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed,

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the:

implications of the assumptions as presented in computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for. | Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the al ternative suggestions

world change tha conclusions, But co far most critics are standing outslic

of the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are. offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection.. Although “Far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics
gives—a -new basis for drawing together the interactiont betwee technology,
politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion,* The interactions between
disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences from within

any single discipline. ' System dynamics, by providing a common framework,

allows the interconnections to be established. But more than a systems

methodology is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required, Time
is needed to put each subsystem into a common framework. As the world

becomes more congested, the interactions become more signiiloant, If the

“For a discussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
my chapter, '"Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L. Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
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changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must be better understood. This,
I suggest, is the great challenge of the next one or two decades, The task

now is not the gathering of more detailed and elementary information, That

has been going on for years. We dre overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

knowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together. | Computer models are sich theories. They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of the consequences;

they permit a test of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward achieving ‘this better understanding, I suggest ‘that several major
research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field of ‘endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-

edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models), so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest
roads toward the most acceptable of available futures.

Jay W. Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 1969; Medal of Honor of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
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Since the publication of World Dynamics’ in 1971 and the successor

book Limits to Groth’ by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated set

of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. Some of these

reactions have been frequent enough to justify analysis and comment.

The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between population,

capital, natural resources, pollution, and agriculture at the global level.

They use the medium of computer models to capture the essence of assumptions

that now seem to underlie political decision-making.

Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Growth, I will respond only in terms of World Dynamics because some of the

comments revolve around specific numerical assumptions that are available

in the earlier book.

The use of models in decision-making is old and familiar. Human

thinking depends on models. One does not have a real city or nation in

l. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

2. Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jérgen Randers, and
William W. Behrens III, The Limits to Growth, Universe Books, 381 Park Avenue
South, New York.

Copyright ©) 1972 by Jay W. Forrester
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his head—only assumptions and simplifications that comprise a model of the

real system. People have always managed entirely on the basis of models.

The mental modeling process starts from various assumptions about the parts

&gt;f a social system, draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications

of those assumptions, and goes on to propose modifications of laws and

policies that are presumed to lead toward a better future. The computer

modeling process on which the two books are based is similar to the mental

nodeling process. The differences are in degree rather than kind. The

computer model is more clearly stated than are the mental models used in

political debate. Also, the implications of a computer model can be

determined with more certainty than for a mental model.

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely

and explicitly so that they are accessible for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the

assumed structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been

made unambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative,

the resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by

1 computer to expose the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that

have been made.

World Dynamics and Limits to Growth have received a remarkable

amount of attention from the public and press. The World Dynamics computer

nodel has been rewritten into several computer languages; it is operating

on the computers of many corporations and universities. The books have

reen translated and published into a dozen or more languages.

Before publication, World Dynamics seemed assured of no public

10tice—the book has 35 pages of equations in the main text, much of the
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remainder is computer graphical printout, it was distributed by an unknown

publisher, and it deals not with the present but with issues of several

decades hence. In spite of these handicaps, within three weeks of publica-

tion World Dynamics had been reviewed in the London Observer, June 27, 1971,

and that review was reprinted in newspapers around the world. Discussion

of the book appeared in diverse publications from Fortune September 1971,

to the anti-establishment student press, from The Wall Street Journal

September 28, 1971, to the academic journals, and from the Christian Science

Monitor August 7, 1971, to Playboy (July 1971). Debate about the book and

its conclusions have extended into governments, the issues became a part of

one European election campaign, and the controversy has reached the forums

of the United Nations.

Why have the public and press given so much attention to these two

books? Some have attempted to explain in terms of publicity by publishers

and authors. But World Dynamics, which triggered the initial response, was

released with nothing more than the mailing of literature and review copies.

To the contrary, the widespread reaction seems to arise from two motivations:

L,

Zw

The public has a strong, latent, but suppressed

concern for the long-term future.

People are uneasy about the internal contradictions

within their mental images and seek clarification

and resolution of discrepancy.

The first explanation of interest in World Dynamics lies in the

way it connects present conditions with future consequences. In the

modern industrial world with its rapid change, time horizons have shortened

0 a few years. No longer is a society able to dedicate itself to building
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a cathedral over a span of 300 years. No longer is one able to visualize

vhat his grandchildren will be doing and how they will be living. The

future has shrunk and the relevance of history seems to have dissolved.

[he focus is on the present. But such a lack of a past and a future is

alien to man's tradition. A latent interest in the distant future, even

several generations hence, survives. The future reemerges as an issue of

significance and debate when a vehicle is offered that allows present

«nowledge and observations to be projected to their future implications.

The second explanation for the interest in World Dynamics lies

in the way the system dynamics methodology resolves the internal contra-

dictions existing in our mental models. Figure 1 represents one way of

subdividing the content of our mental images. We have a vast store of

local observations about the behavior, pressures, reactions, reasons for

decisions, traditions, prejudices, relationships, sources of information,

and fears that link the parts of the social system together and that

describe how the various parts function. We also have a set of expecta-

ions that describe the overall behavior that we believe should follow

from the local observations. As a third part of our mental-image

structure, we observe the actual behavior of the socio-economic system of

shich we are a part. Within this image structure are often serious

discrepancies between expectations and actual behavior. To maintain the

validity of the tie between local observations and expectations, we must

explain the discrepancy between expectations and actual social system

behavior. The explanation conventionally runs along the lines of

insufficient information, missing theory, capricious behavior and random

avents., or external influences. But the explanations themselves are
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without clear logic and evident mechanisms and we are left uneasy. A system

dynamics model that can relate local observation to behavior often resolves

the discrepancy in a different way. Usually it is shown that the local

observations are fully sufficient to explain and to generate the actual social

system behavior. The discrepancy lies not between expectations and actual

behavior, but instead, between the local observations and expectations. We

no longer need to deny half of the world we see; the local observations and

the observations about actual behavior become consistent with one another.

With respect to the growth issues in World Dynamics, the expecta-

tions that growth would solve all problems were being disappointed. The

actual system behavior has shown rising stresses contrary to hopes and

promises. By relating structure to consequences, a unity of perception is

regained in a world that was becoming increasingly contradictory.

But reactions to the book are far from universally favorable. In

fact, they are quite bipolar with strong support and strong opposition.

Unfavorable opinions are to be found predominately in the academic press,

aspecially from those trained in economics. The reasons are several.

First, the system dynamics methodology is unfamiliar and therefore suspect.

Second, the building of models from direct observation and from the content

of the current mental models, rather than from time-series data, seems to

them treacherous, even though the assumptions are, if anything, less heroic

than those involved in deciding what data to use, what statistical methods

to employ, what structure to select for inserting the data, and what

simplifications to use in fitting a nonlinear world into a linear mold.

Third, many of the critical belong to the group that has led the way in

astablishing the expectations of Figure 1 that now begin to appear incon-

sistent with the realities. In fact, those who have promoted unrestrained
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growth may find themselves overtaken by the fate that befell the atomic

physicist after World War II—a sudden reversal of role as seen by the

public from the benefactor of mankind to the perpetrator of a Pandora's

Box of evils that can no longer be contained.

The critics often seem to assume that the inconsistency between

the implications of World Dynamics and their prior belief in growth would

be resolved by finding errors or omissions in the model structure.

Although the existing models have never been advanced as more than temporary,









Since the publication of World Dynamics. fron and the successor
0. fo A.

book Limits to Growth A° Mg adows—and—cthe gor an often repeated set

of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. Some of these

reactions have been frequent enough to justify analysis and comment.

The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between population,

capital, natural resources, pollution, and agriculture at the global level.

They use the medium of computer models to capture the essence of assumptions

that now seem to underlie political decision-making.

Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Growth, I will respond only in terms of World Dynamics because some of the

comments revolve around specific numerical assumptions that are available

in the earlier book.

The use of models in decision-making is old and familiar. Human

thinking depends on models. One does not have a real city or naticr in

1. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

2. Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jdrgen Randers, and
William W. Behrens III, The Limits to Growth, Universe Books, 381 Park Avenue
South, New York.

Copyright © 1972 by Jay W. Forrester
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his head—only assumptions and simplifications that comprise a model of the

real ‘system. People have always managed entirely on the basis of models.

The mental modeling process starts from various assumptions about the parts

of a social system, draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications

of those assumptions, and goes on to propose modifications of laws and

policies that are presumed to lead toward a better future. The computer

modeling process on which the two books are based is similar to the mental

modeling process. The differences are in degree rather than kind. The

computer model is more clearly stated than are the mental models used in

political debate. Also, the implications of a computer model can be

determined with more certainty than for a mental model.

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely

and explicitly so that they are accessible for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the

assumed structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been

made unambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative,

the resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by

a computer to expose the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that

have been made.

World Dynamics and Limits to Growth have received a remarkable

amount of attention from the publicsnd-press. The World Dynamics compute.

model has been rewritten intsseveral computer languages; it is operating

on the computessofmanycorporations and universities. The books have

Na ad and »nubliched ints 3 dozen or mor
mei]
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the implications of World Dynamics and their prior belief in growth would

be resolved by finding errors or omissions in the model structure.

Although the existing models have never been advanced as more than temporary,
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Since the publication of World Dynamice’ in 1971 and the successor

book, Limits to Growth? by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated

set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. These reactions

have appeared enough times to justify analysis and comment.

The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between popula-

tion, capital, natural resources, pollution, and agriculture. They do

this through the medium of computer models that have been built to cap-

ture the essence of assumptions that now seem to underlie political decision-

making.
Although the debate involves both World: Dynamics and Limits to

Crouch, I will sospond saly in terms of world Srnandes Lecause sme OL

the comments revolve: around specific numerical assumptions that are available

in the earlier book. Although the corresponding numerical and quantitative

assumptions for Limits to Growth have been available to serious research

groups since the spring of 1972, they are not yet at this writing generally

available through a commerical publisher She use of models in decision-

making is old and familiar. Human thinking depends on models. One does
not have a real city or nation in his head--only assumptions and simplifi-

cations that are a model that we use instead of the real system. Nations

and ‘the world are now managed entirely on the basis of models. The mental

model starts from various assumptions about the parts of a social system,

draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications of those assumptions,
and goes on to propose modifications of laws and policies that are presumed

to lead toward a better future. The computer modeling process on which

the two books are based is, in general, the same as the mental modeling

process, The differences are in degree rather than in kind. The computer

1. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U,S.A, oo

2. Mcadows, Donella H., et al, The Limits to Growth, Universe
Books, 381 Park Avenue South, New York,

Copyright © 1972 by Jay W. Forrester



model is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

more certainty.

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely
and explicitly so that whey are available for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the assumed

structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been made un-

ambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative, the
resulting model (which is a theory of seniial structure) can be used by a

computer to expose the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that have
been made. B

Why has the public and press given so much attention to these

two books? Some have attempted an explanation in terms of publicity efforts

by publishers and authers. But World Dynamics was released by a previously

unknown publisher with nothing more than the mailing of literature and

review copies. Yet within three months it was being discussed in “the daily

press, business periodicals, and in many special-interest publications.

Clearly, the issues touched on deep public concerns.

The resulting controversy has arisen because the computer modeling

process exposes internal contradictions that exist in the currently prevalent
mental models. The computer models are essentially consistent with present

assumptions about major world interactions, The behavior of the models is

consistent with the observed rising social, technical, economic, and environ-

mental pressures around the world. But the models come as a shock because

they suggest a future that is quite different from the one our mental

models have been anticipating. The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency between assumptions and expectations will be, resolved by altering
the basic assumptions until models behave in accordance with our future

hopes. But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models ‘are more

reliable in their basic assumptions than in anticipating future behavior
that follows from the assumptions,

The reactions to the books seem to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the critics bring to the ‘subject: SPI

1. Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
not to exist.



bp Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-
istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Addressing only limited physical-and ecenomic- issues-
while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth.

A sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.

Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation.
Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages.

Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly.

Failing to perceive correctly the implications-of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models,

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rules of debate so that vague and nonspecific complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
are given in a computer model, z

Taking each of these nine points in turn:

1. Analysis Not Possible. It is commonly stated by academic
critics that analysis. of social systems as presented in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken because sufficient information is not available.

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

however, an alternative that is not available to ‘the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen. We all live now. We all act in the present, What

we do or avoid today determines the future. We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates, furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. Those models are now the

mental models in the heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives at the United Nations. In general those

mental models are less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled



and put on a computer, They are also less accessible and less specific. In

addition they contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions

and the assumed behavior. The critic, by suggesting that formal models

should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in an explicit formal model. He is saying

that ignorance is bliss. He would rather depend on a mental model whose
assumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

that explicitly states those assumptions. The computer models are now

beginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility and influence.

The proper rejoinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer

equally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding

of social systems can rapidly advance.

2, Materialistic Viewpoint. Criticisms have tended to focus.only

on issues of resources; pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow

materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-

cal aspects of Se — In fact the consequences of rapid technological
change, crowding, pressures on resources, and the need for rising resource

flows from the underdeveloned countries to sustain pronamis growth in the

developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic stress,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and- an increasing probability

of a third world war. The fundamental issue here arises from the way

that pressures created by growth redistribute themselves within the social

system. If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts of the system.

We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we ‘do economic

pressures. In turn, we are.more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychological issues, Therefore, the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses

into the economic and social realms. Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying psychological and social disturbance.



3. Layers of Limits. The narrow economic’ viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.
Yet the limits to growth exist in a succession of layers, To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular
assumptions that were cheer, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources. Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-
limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

, + « the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible

modes of behavior of the world system, One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth. Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
than the 250-year supply that has been assumed here. Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the -
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do‘so.

. « . natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « + »

The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is
to take one layer of restraint off the growth force of the system.
(page 75) « « .

. « « [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex

systems. When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old.
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase, But now, as technology reaches the point of diminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution" may more and more be only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. (page 80)

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit.

Those who depend only on technology should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be. Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will, If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists
will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater social

disorientation.



4, Futility in the Face of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, actions, and value structures of

society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness. But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens. The public viewpoint has

changed. markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population limita-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

solve problems will. produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical
aspects of the world system. I velieve the critics’ futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are begiming to recog-

nize deteriorating interactions Getvedm technical] economic, and social
forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.

©5, Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive secunEl ation of capital can solve
all problems. It is often suggested that ‘additional capital investment

Cail Lucrease agriculiural output, reduce pollution, ana use lower grade
resources. This may he true if the capital accumulation can and does occur.

But the optimists do not address themselves to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation. Two developing trends suggest that it will

be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived undér particularly fortuitous circumstances. A$”erivirehmental -

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as
population continues to grow while production comes under ever heavier

restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

tion into current consumption, As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,

there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital.

6. Rising Prices. Prices have not been included in the variables

of the World Dynamics model. Many have seen the absence of prices as a

major weakness, and have asserted that ‘price mechanisms would curtail use

of scarce goods and thereby [— their disappearance. But rising prices



imply more effort expended per unit of product. Higher real prices are

equivalent to lower productivity and a falling standard of living. It

matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford.

Prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, and they encourage the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods. But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if population and industriali-

zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint

parallels the U. S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,

Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, "there was but small

support for the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems,"
7. Misinterpretation of Aggregation. An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

accentuated, When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in

a chain of causality are omitted, A critic who is accustomed to taking a

Narrow Subsysten view may observe the omission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. | This, failure to judge £rom

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic

sector of World Dynamics. In the. modejrbirth rate depends on the material
standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not
these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

represented in the modal, For example, the suggestion is made that social
attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but are they
not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,

material goods, and a satisfactory environment? ‘Social attitudes and {nsti-
tutional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man.

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier
life that fewer children wee possible. But one should look back into the

a



economic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered, And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The

intervening variables that are suggested will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables dealt with in World Dynamics.
© The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

tions in the computer model. But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying economic, psychological, and environmental pressures on

the population.
8. Technical Change. The erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment, From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It

glso includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

latter. are not represented elsewhere in the model system rnd the inynct-

ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital.”

Physical capital, education, and technical advancement have very similar

dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with population,

tends to reproduce itself. Physical capital tends to make possible a higher

rate of accumulation of physical captial., Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment becomes the

foundation for further technical accomplishment. -They all, under ‘the proper
circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback Toop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be
aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done

with some success, how otherwise would the behavior of the model, which

starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory

that passes through the conditions of 19702 Certainly the seventy inter-
vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several

effects, could have been separated and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have wade details easier to describe, but would have obscured
the broad overall structure of world interactions.



9. Changed Rules of Debate. In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have been equally vague. But computer models of social structure

are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has

knowledge of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that

can be ‘expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer

language, Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

than translation between French and English, The grammar is more specific,

the constructions are unambiguous. All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed.

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the

implications of the assumptions as presented in. computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for, Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the alternative suggestions

would chance the conrlusiomg, Rut co far moct critics cre standing cubside

of the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection. “Although far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better,

. The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics

gives a new basis for drawing together the interactions Potmaen Legmology,
politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion.* The interactions between

disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences from within

any single discipline. System dynamics, by providing a common framework,
allows the interconnections to be established, But more than a systems

methodology is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required. Time
is needed to put ‘each subsystem into a common framework. As the world

becomes more congested. the interactions become more sienificant. If the

“Foradiscussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
my chapter, "Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L, Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Street, Cambridee, Mass.., U.S.A.
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changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must be better understood, This,

I suggest, | is the great challenge of the next One or two decades, The task

now is not the gathering of more detailed and elementary information, That

has been going on for years. We are overwhelméd with bits and pieces of

knowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together. Computer models are such theories. They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of the consequences;

they permit a test of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward achieving this better understanding, I suggest that several major

research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field of endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-
edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models) , so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest

roads toward the most acceptable of available futures,

Jay W. Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 1969; Medal of Honor of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal-Society of Arts, 1972; Award for Outstanding Accomplishment by the
Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society, 1972; author of Industrial Dynamics,
1961, and Urban Dynamics, 1969, (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and
of Principles of Systems, 1968, and World Dynamics, 1971 (both Wright-Allen
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, in England through John Wiley.)
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Since the publication of World Dynamics® in 1971 and the successor

book, Limits to Growth’ by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated

set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. These reactions

have appeared enough times to justify analysis and comment,
The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between popula-

tion, capital, natural resources, pollution, and agricul ture. They do

this through the medium of computer models that have been built to cap-

ture the essence of assumptions that now seem to ‘underlie political decision-

making.
Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Cromih, 1 will roopomd omly in Storms of World Ivnanics Lelalse some Of

the comments revolve: around specific numerical assumptions that are available

in the earlier book. Although the corresponding numerical and quantitative

assumptions for Limits to Growth have been available to serious research
groups since the spring of 1972, they are not yet at this writing generally

available through a commerical publisher Fhe use of models in decision-
making is old and familiar. Human thinking depends on models. One does
not have a real city or nation in his head--only assumptions and simplifi-

cations that are a model that we use instead of the real system. Nations

and the world are now managed entirely on the basis of models. The mental

model starts from various assumptions about the parts of a social system,

draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications of those assumptions,
and goes on to propose modifications of laws and policies that are presumed

to lead toward a better future. The computer modeling process on which

the two books are based is, in general, the same as the mental modeling

process, The differences are in degree rather than in Rind, The computer

 1. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A,

2. Meadows, Donella H., et al, The Limits toGrowth, Universe
Books, 381 Park Avenue South, New York. |

Copyright © 1972 by Jay W. Forrester



model is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

more certainty,

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely
and explicitly so that they are available for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the assumed

structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been made un-

ambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative, the
resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by a

computer to ERpOTe the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that have
been made. |

Why has the public and press given so much attention to these

two books? Some have attempted an explanation in terms of publicity efforts

by publishers and authors. But World Dynamics was released by a previously

unknown publisher with nothing more than the mailing of literature and

review copies. Yet within three months it was being discussed in “the daily

press, business periodicals, and in many special-interest publications.

Clearly, the issues touched on deep public concerns,

Tne resuliing controversy has arisen because the computer modeling

process exposes internal contradictions that exist in the currently prevalent

mental models. The computer models are essentially consistent with present

assumptions about major world tntevestions. " The behavior of the models is

consistent with the observed rising social, technical, economic, and environ-

mental pressures around the world. But the models come as a shock because

they suggest a future that is quite different from the one our mental
models have been anticipat ing. The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency between assumptions and expectations will be. resolved by altering
the basic assumptions until models behave in accordance with our future

hopes. But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models are more

reliable in their basic assumptions than in .anticipating future behavior
that follows from the assumptions.

The reactions to the books seem to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the crities bring to the subject:

IL. Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
not to exist.



Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-
istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Addressing only limited physical and ecenomic issues- - -

while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth.

A sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.

Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation.

Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages.

Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly,

Failing to perceive correctly the implications: of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models.

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rules of debate so that vague and nonspecific complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
are given in a computer model, 2

Taking each of these nine points in turn:

Ll. Analysis Not Possible. It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as presented in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken because. sufficient information is not available,

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

Jowever, an alternative that is not available to the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen, We all live now. We all act in the. present. What

we do or avoid today determines the future. We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates. Furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. - Those models are now the

mental models in the heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives at the United Nations. In general those

mental models are less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled



and put on a computer. They are also less accessible and less specific. In

addition they contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions

and the assumed behavior. The critic, by suggesting that formal models
should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in an explicit formal model, He is saying

that ignorance is bliss, He would rather depend on a mental model whose

assumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

that explicitly states those assumptions. The computer models are now

peginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility and influence.

The proper rejoinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer

squally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding

of social systems can rapidly advance.

2. Materialistic Viewpoint, Criticisms have tended to focus.only

on issues of resources; pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow

materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-

cal aspects of existence. In fact the consequences of rapid technological

change, crowding, pressures on resources, and the need for rising resource

flows from the mmderdeveloped countries to sustain eumnonle growth in the

developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic stress,
genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and- an increasing probability

of a third world war. The fundamental issue here arises from the way

that pressures created by growth redistribute themselves within the social

system. If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts of the system, :

He know better how to relieve technological pressures than we ‘do economic

pressures. In turn, we are. more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychological issues, Therefore, the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses

into the economic and social realms. Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying psychological and social disturbance.



3. Layers of Limits. The narrow economic’ viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation,

Yet the limits to growth exist in a succession of layers. To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular
assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources, Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-
limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

. . . the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible

modes of behavior of the world system. One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth, Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
~han the 250-year supply that has been assumed here, Further-
nore, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do‘so.

. . o natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « + »
The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is

to take one layer of restreint off the growth férces of the system.
(page 73) + +

« « « [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex
systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute.anew problem for the old.
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase. But now, as technology reaches the point of diminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution" may more and more be only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. (page 80)

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit.

Those who depend only on technology should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be, Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will, If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists

will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater social

disorientation.



4, Futility in the Face of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, actions, and value structures of

society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness, But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens, The public viewpoint has

changed markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population limita-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

solve problems will produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical
aspects of the world system. I believe the critics' futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are begtuning to recog-

nize deteriorating interactions between technical, economic, and social

forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.

© 5. Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

all problems. It is often sugbested that additional capital investment

cai iucrease agriculiural output, reduce poliution, ana use lower grade

resources. This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur.

But the optimists do not address themselves to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation. Two developing trends suggest that it will

be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances, As environmental ~

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as
population continues to grow while production comes under ever heavier

restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

tion into current consumption. As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,

there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital.

6. Rising Prices. Prices have not been included in the variables

of the Worl . Dynamics model. Many have seen the absence of prices as a

maj or weakness, and have asserted that price mechanisms would curtail use

of scarce goods and thereby prevent their disappearance. But rising prices



imply more effort expended per unit of product. Higher real prices are

equivalent to lower productivity and a falling standard of living, It

matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford.

Prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, and they encourage ‘the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods. But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist | if population and industriali-

zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint

parallels the U., S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,

Elements of g National Materials Policy, that states, 'there was but small

support for the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems," .

7. Misinterpretation of Ageregation.- An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

accentuated, When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in

a chain of causality are omitted. A critic who is accustomed to taking a

narrow cubcyctem viow way observe the umission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. | This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic

sector of World Dynamics. In the model birth rate depends on the material

standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not

these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already.

cepresented in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social oo

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. “Indeed they do but are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,

material goods, and a satisfactory environment? ‘Social attitudes and insti-

-utional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man.

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier
life that fewer children make possible. But one should look back into the



economic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The

intervening variables that are suggested will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables dealt with in World Dynamics.

The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

sions in the computer model, But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying economic, psychological, and environmental pressures on

the population.

8. Technical Change. The erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment. From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It

also includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

latter. are not represented elsewhere in the model svatem and the invast.

ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital.

Physical capital, education, and technical sAvenoEnaE have very sivillar

dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with population,

tends to reproduce itself. Physical capital tends to make possible a higher

rate of accumulation of physical captial, Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment becomes the

foundation for further technical accomplishmént, They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback Toop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be

aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done

sith some success, how otherwise would the behavior of the model, which

starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory
that passes through the conditions of 1970? Certainly the seventy inter-

vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several

effects could have been separated and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have made details easier to describe, but would have obscured
the broad overall structure of world interactions.



9. Changed Rules of Debate. In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have been equally vague. But computer models of social structure

are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has

knowledge of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that

can be expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

han translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,

“he constructions are unambiguous, All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed.

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the

implications of the assumptions as presented in. computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for. Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the alternative suggestions

would change the conrlusiong, Ruf co far most criticc are standing cutsidc

of the new arena, They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar ‘inspection. ‘Although far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

- The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics

gives a new basis for drawing together the interactions’ between technology,

politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion.* The interactions between

disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences from within

any single discipline. System dynamics, by providing a common framework,
allows the interconnections to be established. But more than a systems

nethodology is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required. Time

is needed to put each subsystem into a common framework. As the world

becomes more congested, the interactions become more significant. If the

*Foradiscussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
ny chapter, ''Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L. Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.



changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must be better understood. This,

I suggest, | is the great challenge of the néxt one or two decades, The task

now is not the gathering of more detailed and elementary information. That

has been: going on for years. We are overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

tnowledge.
Now_isthetime to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

adge is linked together. ) Computer models are such theories. They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of the consequences;

they permit a test of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward achieving this better understanding, I suggest that several major

research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field of endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-
adge into unified theoretical structures (computer models) , so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest

roads toward the most acceptable of available futures,

Jay W, Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 1969; Medal of Honor of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, 1972; Award for Outstanding Accomplishment by the
Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society, 1972; author of Industrial Dynamics,
1961, and Urban Dynamics, 1969, (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and
of Principles of Systems, 1968, and World Dynamics, 1971 (both Wright-Allen
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, in England through John Wiley.)



To: Prof. Forrester

From: G.W. Low

Re: "On Criticisms of World Dynamics"

I suggest a reorganization of the nine "viewpoints and

attitudes" of the critics into eight. The modified list combines

your points 2 and 3 (virtually the same) as well as your points

5 and 8 (whete 8 is more a specific criticism of W.D. than a viewpoint

or attitude). Numerous critics have objected to your "predictions",

as if prediction is the goal of the W.D. model. TI have added,

rherefore, arother "yiewpoint" (number 2) which I call "A short-
cerm perspective that seeks prediction from formal models". It
alludes, by the way, to the existence of other types of formal

modeling besides System Dynamics.
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On Criticisms of World Dynamics

—

Jay W. Forrester
Germeshausen Professor

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Since the publication of World Dynamics: in 1971 and the successor

book, Limits to Groth by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated

set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and comencazies. These reactions

have "appeared enough times to justify analysis and comment.

The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between popula-

tion, capital, natural resources, pollution, and agriculture. They do

this through the medium of computer models that, have been built to cap-

ture the essence of assumptions that now seem to underlie political decision-

making,

Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Growth. T will respond only in terme of World Dynamice harotica enmn Ff

the comments revolve around specific numerical assumptions that are available
in the earlier book, Although the corresponding numerical and quantitative

assumptions | for Limits to Growth have been avalidhle to serious research

groups since the spring of 1972, they are not Jet at this writing generally

available through a commerical publisher. Fhe use of models in decision-

making is old and familiar. Huma ‘thinking depends on models. One does

not have a real city or nation in his head--only assumptions and simplifi-
cations that are a model that we use instead of the real system. Nations

and the world are now managed entirely on the basis of models. The mental

model starts from various assumptions about the parts of a social system,

draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications of those assumptions,

and goes on to propose modifications of laws and policies that are presumed

to lead toward a better future. The computer modeling process on which

the two books are based is, in general, the same as the mental modeling

process. The differences are in degree rather than in kind. The computer

 Forres far, Jdy H.,
Street Cambridie, Iass,, U.S,

2. Meadows, Denella M., et al, The Limits to Growth, Universe
hooks, 281 Park Avenue South, Now York.

Copyrichr (C¢ 1972 by Jav W. Forrestr~
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nodel is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

more certainty.

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely
and explicitly so that they are available for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the assumed

structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been made un-

ambiguous and ‘the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative, the
resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by a

computer to expcse the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that have

been made. LT

| Why has the public and press given so much attention to these

two books? Some ‘have attempted an explanation in terms of publicity efforts

by publishers and authors. But World Dynamics was released by a previously
anknosin publisher with nothing more than the mailing of literature and

review copies. Yet within three months it was being discussed in the daily

press, business periodicals, and in many specidl-interest publications.
Clearly, the issues touched on deep public concerns. |

The resulting controverey has arisen because the computer modeling
hrocess exposes internal contradictions that exist in the currently ‘prevalent

mental models. The computer models are essentially consistent with present

assumptions about major world interactions, The behavior of the models is

consistent with the observed rising social, technical, ‘economic, and environ-

mental pressures around the world. But the models .come as a shock because

they -suggest a future -that is quite different from the one our mental

models have been anticipating, The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency between assumptions and expectations will be resolved by altering

the basic assumptions | until models behave in accordance with our future

hopes. But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models are more

reliable in their basic assumptions than in anticipating future behavior

chat follows from the assumptions,
| L45t

The reactions to the books seem to rest on ee viewpoints and

attitudes that the critics bring to the subject:

1. Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
10t to exist.



2. A short-term perspective that seeks prediction from

formal models.

3. A narrow technical and materialistic viewpoint that

ignores important social issues and the su ccessive

limits to growth.

4. Believing that capital accumulation is the key to the

future and that technical progress has been omitted

from the models.

5. Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the

problem of shortages.

5. Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree

&gt;f aggregation represented in the models is not interpreted

correctly.

/]. A sense of impotence toward altering present world

attitudes becomes a sense of futility when the future

is discussed.

3. Overlooking the advantages of computer simulation models.



Thiet aropantOAL r 2, Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-
mid Svmadar aam istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Arbhaasndand said 3. Addressing only limited physical and economic issues-
iv] Cowanded Fequther “ while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth,

A’ sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.

Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most culturestoacquire
capital faster than populationhasgrownandin spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more

rapid accumulation. :
Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages.
/

Kdopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
/of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-

preted correctly. )
Failing to perceive correctly the implications of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models, /

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rules of dehate gn rhat vague and norspéelfic comalalabs

ane addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
e given in a computer model. &amp;

. Ragbt oT
Taking each of these mime points in turn:

L. Analysis Not Possible, It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as presented in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken Bopimde sufficient information is not available.

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free. to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

however, an alternative that is not available to the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen. We all live now. We all act in the present, What

we do or avoid today determines the future. We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates, Furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. Those models are now the

mental models in the heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives at the Uni ted Nations. In general those

mental models are less comeyelonsive Loe tho vodzls thal con now be asso-hile



and put on a computer, They are also less accessible and less specific, In

addition they contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions
and the assumed behavior, The critic, by suggesting that formal models

should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in.an explicit formal wedsl, Jo. is saying
that ignorance is bliss, He would rather dependonagate podcioneas

&lt;ssumpttons—ere—~unknown—te—him than to depend on model

that explicitly states those assumptions,

beginning-te--eonpeteiith-thementel-models—in-plausibilityand—influence.
Ihe proper rejoinder to an explicit: computer model should be to offer

equally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding

 nd of social systems can rapidly advance.
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2. Short-term ptaspeotvne
2. The inclination to avoid analysis of systems for which data is

not obtainable ef&amp;ea leadsYohedcademic critics to focus on a narrow

range of problems over a short time horizon. Available data, often

developed in the first place to satisfy a short-term perspective,

leads one to make "predictions" and to expect other formal models to

"predict" the future. The World Dynamics model suggests that some

of the most crucial problems facing mankind develop lover a longer

time period and involve system elements for which data is not
available. The simulated behavior resulting from T complex

models represents the interaction of the assumed state variables and

the logical outcome of presently pursued objectives and mental models.

The computer output is not, therefore, predictive in the sense that

econometric and other types of formal models 'predict" future events.



Materialistic Viewpoint, Criticisms ‘have tended to focus only

on issues of resources, pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow

materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-

cal aspects of existence. In fact the consequences of rapid Leen jogtonl
change, crowding, pressures on ‘resources, and enstosd orvpethionamon
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developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic stress,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and an increasing probability

of a third world war. The fundamental issue here arises from the way

that pressures created by growth redistribute ‘themselves within the social

system, If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts of the system...
We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we do economic
pressures. In turn, we are more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychological issues, Therefore, the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses

into the economic and social realms. Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into
anresolvable social Stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying psychological and social disturbance,

TY se smrose rc er —



3—Layers-of-Eimite. The narrow economic viewpoint tends to
see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.

Yet the limits to growth exist in a successionoflayers. “To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular

assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources. Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-

1imited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

. . . the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible
modes of behavior of the world system. One dan argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-

lation growth. Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
“han the 250-year supply that has been assumed here, Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource. shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do so.

. . . natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « + «

The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is
to take one layer of restraint off the growth forces of the system,
(page 75) + .

« « « [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex

systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old.
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
cechnology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase. ‘But now, as “technology reaches the point of diminishing
ceturns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution" may more and more be only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. (page 80) |

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit,
Those who depend only on technology should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be. Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will. If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists

will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater social

lisorientation.



4. Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

all problems. It is often suggested that additional capital investment

can increase agricullulal vuipui, reduce pollution, ana use lower grade

resources. This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur

But the optimists do not address themselves to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation, Two developing trends suggest that it will
be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances. As environmental

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as

population continues to grow while production comes under ever heavier
restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

tion into current consumption, As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,
there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital.

TallyvnTotpacedSugden niFB. TT Risin Stes, Prices have not been included in the variables

of the World Dvnamics model. Many have seen the absence of Be at Fie A / ad
major weakness, and have asserted .that price, mechanisms would ewxtail-w H
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imply more effort expended per unit of product, ‘Higher real prices are
equivalent to lower productivity and a #alling standard of living. It
matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure “goods because
they ‘are unavailable or because the price is Higher than he can afford,

prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, and they encourage the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce gocds. ‘But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if population and industriali-
zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint
Jerallels the U. S. ‘National Academy of Science report of August 1972,
Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, "there wil but small
support for the view that ‘market forces alone will solve the foreseeable
problems." ST

6. ‘Misinterpretation of Aggregation. An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

accentuated. When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in

a chain of causality are omitted, A critic who is accustomed to taking a

narrow subsystem view may observe the omission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they ar? adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to ‘the demographic

sector of World Dynamics. In the model birth rate depends on the material

standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not

these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

represented in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,-

material goods, and a satisfactory environment? Social attitudes and insti-

tutional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man.

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in Frenc 1,fer eb in the nineteenth century might be due to
changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier

© that fewer children make possible Fut one should look back into the



economic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology
and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The
interveiing variables that are suggested will often be but mere reflections

|of he more fundamental variables,dealt with in World Dynamics,”
 The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

tions in the computer model, But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying economic, psychological, and environmental pressures on

the population.

&amp;:—Technical..Chanee, The erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment. From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It
also includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

latter ‘are not represented elsewhere in the model svatem and the invest
ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital."

Physical capital, education, and technical advancement have very similar
dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with population,

tends to reproduce itself, Physical capital tends to make possible a higher
rate of accumulation of physical captial. . Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment. becomes the  __
foundation for further technical accomplishment. They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback loop as in

World Dynamics, Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be
aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done
n it NSS | wet he pessicl or tla, Wo ded a3 + dszs fo

with some success, otherwiee~would.the-behavior-of-the-modelwhith
starts with conditions of the year 1900 ve generate a trajectory

that passes through the conditions of 19707" Certainly the seventy inter-

véning years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several
effects could have been separated and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have made details easier to describe, but would have obscured

the hroad overall structure of world interactions
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3 Futility in the Face of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, actions, and value SLrustures of

society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness, But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens. The public viewpoint has

changed markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for
environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population limita-
tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

| solve problems will produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical

aspects of the world system. I believe the critics' futility is unjustified

and that citizens , managers, and political leaders are beginning to recog-
nize deteriorating interactions between technical, economic, and social
forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.



g§. Changed Rules of Debate. ta-the-past-men-have-debated-the (discuss sein 2 ua

merits—ef-mentel-nodels—and-their implicatiens—for—the-future—-of—society. lel,
But—the—umdertyéng-assumptions—have-seldon—-besn-made-specificand-the ragalt ot te
srgumente—have-been-equally-vaguer—=_ul Computer models of social putas tok
are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has

knowledge of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that

can be expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

than translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,
the constructions are unambiguous. All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed. |

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the’

implications of the assumptions as presented in computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for. Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the al ternative suggestions

would change the conclusions. But so rar most critics are stanaing outside

of the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection. Although far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no ome has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

; The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics

gives a new basis for drawing together the interactions between technology,
politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion.* The interactions between
disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences. from within

any single discipline. System dynamics, by providing a common framework,
allows the interconnections to be established, ‘But more. than a systems

methodology is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required. Time

is needed to put each subsystem into a common framework. As the world

becomes more congested, the interactions become more significant. If the

=a—

“For a discussion of religion in the context of these issues, sce
my chapter, "Churches at the Trensition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Teward Global Pauilibrium, Dernis L, Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Strect, Cambridie. Mass 17.8
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changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must be better understood. This,

I suggest, is the great challenge of the next one or two decades, The task

now is not the gathering of more detailed and elementary information. That

has been going cn for years. We are overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

knowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together, Computer models are such theories, They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of- the consequences;

"they permit a test: of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward sehieving this better understanding, I suggest that several major

research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field .of endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-
edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models), so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest

roads toward the most acceptable of available futures.

Jay W, Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 19269; Medal of Honor of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin: Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, 1972; Award for Outstanding Accomplishment by the
Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society, 1972; author of Industrial Dynamics,
1961, and Urban Dynamics, 1969, (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and
of Principles of Systems, 1968, and World Dynamics, 1971 (both Wright-Allen
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, in England through John Wiley.)
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Since the publication of World prnaniest in 1971 and the successor

book, Limits to dpomih’ by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated

set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. These reactions
have omnis lr to Ey analysis and comment,

The" two books deal with the dynamic interactions between popula-

tion, capital, natural resources, pollution, and. agricul ture. They do
this through the medium of computer models that have been baile to cap-

ture the essence of assumptions that now seem to underlie political decision-

making.

Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Cocurth, T will rospond only iu terms Of World Dynamics because some Of

the comments revolve around specific numerical assumptions that are "available

in the earlier book. Although the corresponding i and quantitative
assumptions for Limits to Growth have been availab le,to seriofis ‘research
groups since the spring of 1972, they are not yet at this writing generally

available through a commerical publisher. The use of models in decision-

making is old and familiar. Human thinking depends on models. One does
not have a real city or nation in his head--only assumptions and simplifi-

cations that’ 32a &amp; model that—we—wse—trstesd of the real system. Nations
and the world are now managed entirely on the basis of models, The mental

model starts from various assumptions about the parts of a social system,
draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications of those assumptions.
and goes on to propose modifications of laws and policies that are presumed

to lead toward a better future. The computer modeling process on which

the two books are based is, in general, the same as the mental modeling

process, The differences are in degree rather than in kind. The computer

l. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Strect, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

2, Meadows, Donella H., et al, The Limits to Growth, Universe
Books, 381 Park Avenue South, New York,

Copyright (C) 1972 by Jay W. Forrester



model is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

morc certainty.

The. computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely

and explicitly so that they are available for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the assumed

structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been made un-

ambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative, the

resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by a

computer to expose the behavioral consequences of the assumptions that have

Ru made.

Why has the public and press given so much attention to these

two books? Some have attempted an explanation in terms of publicity efforts

by publishers and authors. But World Dynamics was released by a previously

wrbnon publisher with nothing more than the mailing of literature and

review copies. Yet within three months it was being discussed in the daily

press, business periodicals, and in many special-interest publications.
Clearly, the issues touched on deep public concerns.

. Tne resulting controversy has arisen because the computer modeling

process exposes internal contradictions that exist in the currently prevalent

mental models, The computer models are essentially consistent with present

assumptions about major world interactions, The behavior of the models is

consistent with the observed rising social, technical, economic, and environ-

mentdl pressures around the world, But thé models come as a shock because

they suggest a future that is quite different from the oné oof mental

models have been anticipating. The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency PelTocn assumptions and expectations will be resolved by altering
the basic assumptions until models behave in sacordanse with our future

hopes. But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models are ‘more

reliable in their basic assumptions ‘than in anticipating future behavior
that follows from the assumptions,

The reactions. to the books seem to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the critics bring to the subject:

{. Assuming that ‘analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
not to exist.



Seeing the world from a narrow technical and materi
istic viewpoint that excludes important social Pere,

Addressing only limited physical and economic fo, oe

while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth

A sense of impotence toward altering present world: atti-
tudes becomes -a sense of futility when the future js
discussed, =~ :

Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation.

Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages.  -

Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly.

?
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Failing to perceive correctly the implications of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models.

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rulss of debatc zo Shit vague awd uuuspecilic complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
are given in a computer model.

Taking each of these nine points in turn:

1. Analysis Not Possible, It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as presented in World Dynamics
should not yet be undertaken because sufficient information is not available.
This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free to stand

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the ‘person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

however, an alternative that is not available to the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen, We all live now. We all act in the present, What

we do or avoid today determines the. future, We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates, Furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. Those models are now the

mental models in thé heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

government, and representatives at ‘the United Nations. In general those
mental models are less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled
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and put on a computer, They are also less accessible and less specific. In

addition they certain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions

and the assumed behavior. The critic, by suggesting that formal models

should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

nodels than he could ever have in an explicit formal model. He is saying

chat ignorance is bliss, | He would rather depend on a mental model whose

2ssumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

chat explicitly states those assumptions. The computer models ‘are now

seginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility -and influence.

The proper rejoinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer

aqually explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding :.

of social systems can rapidly advance.

2. Materialistic Viewpoint. . Criticisms have tended to focus‘only

on issues of resources, pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow

materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi-
sal aspects of existence. .In fact the consequences of rapid technological

change, crowding, pressures On resources, and the need for rising resource

flows From rie underdeveloped couniiles Lo susiaiu economic growth in tie

developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic streps,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, ahd an increasing probability

of a third world war. The fundamental issue hefe arises from the way

that pressures created by growth redistribute themselves within the social

system, If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts of the system, = ~~

J We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we do economic
pressures. In turn, we arc.more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychological issues, Therefore, the tendency is to release
the. technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses
into the cconomic and social realms. Then by partially succeeding 4the
~ounteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. . In other words, the narrow. materialistic
CY ese eam

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable—theeoush technology

will be responsible for intensifying psychological and social disturbance,



2. Lavers of Limits, The narrow economic viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.

Yet the limits to growth exist in a succession of layers. To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is showninWorld‘Dynamicswhere,withtheparticular

assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources. Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-

limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states, .

» « » the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible

modes of behavior of the world system. One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth. Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
than the 250-year supply that has been assumed here, Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system. will eventually do so.

. «. . natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « « =
‘The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is

to teke one layer ofirestraint off the growth forces of the system,
‘page 73) . .

. + « [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex
systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old.
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. . In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems. This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could :

increase. But now, as technology reaches the pointofdiminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution" may more and more be only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. (page 80) .

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit.

Those who daperd only on technology should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be. Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more intractable pressures in the economic and ‘social sectors? I believe

they will, If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists

will in time be recognized as having been a route to greater-social

disorientation.



4. Futility in the Tace of Past Traditions. In effect, some

critics plead that we nced not address ourselvés to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, actions, and value structures of

society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness. But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens, The public viewpoint has

changed. wankedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population Limi ta-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

solve problems will. produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical
aspects of the world system. I believe the critics' futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are beginning to recog-
nize deteriorating interactions between technical, economic, and social

forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.

“5,Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

‘all problems, It is often sugbested that additional capital investment

con increase Ggriculivial outpul, reduce pollulioun, aud wie luwes pLraae
resources. This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur.

But the optimists do not address themselves ‘to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation. Two developing trends suggest that it will

be more difficult than in the past, while, even .in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances, As~environmental —-—

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as
population continues to grow while production comes under ever heavier

restraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

ion into current consumption. "As the PEE IUTes For medical prosrams, old
age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,

there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital,

| 6. Rising Prices, Prices have not been included in the variables

of the World Dynamics model, Many have seen the absence of prices as a

major weakness, and have asserted that price mechanisms would curtail use
of scarce goods and thereby prevent their disappearance. But rising prices



imply more cffort expended per unit of product. "Higher real prices are

equivalent to lower productivity and a falling. standard of living. It

matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford.

Prices are intervening variables Between supply and demand, they are communi-
cators of shortage, and they encourage the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods, But prices cannot correct a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if pofiulaeion and industriali-
zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint

parallels the U. S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,
Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, "there was but small
support for the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems."
7. Misinterpretation of Aggregation. An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

—— When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in

‘a chain of causality are ami iuil, A critic who is | accustomed to taking a

narrow’ sub system view may observe the omission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic
sector of World Dynamics. In the model birth rate. depends on the material

standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita. But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not

these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

represented in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but ‘are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,

material goods, and a sabinfontuy environment?’ ‘Social attitudes and insti-

tutional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man.

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the “Yat of inheritance, changed social attitudes,. and the easier
life that fewer children make possible,- But one should look back into the
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cconomic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The

intervening variables that are suggestdd will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables dealt with in World Dynamics.

The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II
and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

tions in the computer model, But depressed birth rates in the 1930 8 Cet’

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying. economic, psychological, and environmental’ pressures on Ville,
the population,

8. Technical Change. The erroneous belief that the World Dyna-

mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is¥

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment, From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It

‘glso includes education and the results of scientific research, for the”
Lot+ar sro not rons tanted eleerthera in the modal evotemand the invest.

ment in them decays at about the same rate as for physical capital," /
Physical capital, education, and technical advancement have very simile’
dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts with populationf

tends to reproduce itself. Physical capital ‘tends to make possible a higher
rate. of accumulation of physical captial., .Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment: becomes the

foundation for further technical accomplishment, | They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback loop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be
aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done

sich some succass, how otherwise would the hohavior of the model, which
starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory

that passes through the conditions of 19707? Certainly the seventy inter-

vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several

effects could have been separated ‘and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have made details easier to describe, but would have obscured

the broad overall CETL, of world interactions.

sen
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9, Changed Rules of Debate. In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have been equally vague, But computer models of social structure
are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has
&lt;nowledge of corresponding parts of the real system, andy concept that

can be expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler
than translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,

the constructions are unambiguous. All statements must be made in quanti-

cative form and murky thinking is suppressed.

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the"

implications of the assumptions as presented in computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for.. Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the al ternative suggestions

NOULG Change cng cOnCliudivils, DULL 50 Cai wosi critics are stauaiug vutside

&gt;f the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection. Although far
better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

The ‘system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics

gives a new basis for “drawing together the interactions between technology,
politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion. "The interactions ‘between
disciplines account for social behavior much more ‘than influences. from within

any single discipline. - System dynamics, by providing a common framework,
allows the interconmnéctions to be established, But more than a systems

othadoiony is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required. Time
is needed to put .each subsystem into a common framework. As the world

pecomes more congested, the interactions become more significant. If the

~ *Tor a discussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
my chapter, "Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium"
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L, Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
233 Main street, cambridge, Mass,, U.S.A.



changing patterns of social forces are to be understood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must be better understood. This,

I suggest, is the great challenge of the next one or two decades. The task

now is not the gathering Of more detailed and elementary information, That
has been going on for years. We are overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

knowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together, Computer models are such theories. They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of-the consequences;

‘they permit a test of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward achieving this better understanding, I suggest that several major

research institutes need to be established. Each should contain men from

every significant field of endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-

edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models), so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest

roads toward the most acceptable of available futures.

Jay W, Forrester, Germeshausen Professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; recipient of the Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal from the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences, 1969; Medal of Homor of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1972; Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, 1972; Award for Outstanding Accomplishment by the’
Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society, 1972; author of Industrial Dynamics,
1961, and Urban Dynamics, 1969, (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and
of Principles of Systems, 1968, and World Dynamics, 1971 (both Wright-Allen
Press, Canbridge, Masen~"weotts, in England through John Wiley.)
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Since the publication of World Dynamics’ in 1971 and the successor

book, Limits to Growth? by Meadows and others in 1972, an often repeated

set of criticisms has appeared in reviews and commentaries. These reactions

have appeared enough times to justify analysis and comment.

The two books deal with the dynamic interactions between popula-

tion, capital, natural resources, pollution, and agriculture. They do

this ‘through the medium of computer models that have been built to cap-

ture the essence of assumptions that now seem to underlie political decision-

making.

Although the debate involves both World Dynamics and Limits to

Crowth, T vill roopond cnly in terms of World Dyuamics because some OL

the comments revolve around specific numerical assumptions that are available

in the earlier book. Although the corresponding numerical and quantitative i,

assumptions for Limits to Growth have been available to serious research 3,09"e
groupssince the spring of 1972, fhey are not yet at this writing generally Yo
available through a commerical SublisherTlThe use of models in decision-

making is old and familiar. Human thinking depends on models. One does

not have a real city or nation in his head--only assumptions and simplifi-

cations that are a model that we use instead of the real system. Nations

and the world see(fo anaged entirely on the basis of models. The mental
| they ov alwnys Leey, a.

model starts from various assumptions. about the parts of a social system,

draws conclusions about the future dynamic implications of those assumptions
and goes on to propose modifications of laws and ‘policies that are presumed

to lead toward a better future. The computer modeling process on which

the two books are based is, in general, the same as the mental modeling

process. The differences' are in degree rather than in kind. The computer

no

1. Forrester, Jay W., World Dynamics, Wright-Allen Press, 238 Main
Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A, : }

2. Meadows, Donella H., et al, The Limits to Growth, Universe
Books, 381 Park Avenue South, New York,

Copyright © 1972 by Jay W. Forrester



model is more clearly stated and its implications can be determined with

nore certainty. oo

The computer model presents its underlying assumptions concretely

and explicitly so that they are available for criticism and revision. The

assumptions are interrelated in clearly stated ways that divulge the assumed

structure for others to analyze. Because the structure has been made un-

ambiguous and the numerical assumptions have been made quantitative, the
resulting model (which is a theory of social structure) can be used by a

computer to expose the behavioral consequences. of the assumptions that have

been made.

Why has the public and press given so ‘much attention to these

two books? Some have attempted an explanation in terms of publicity efforts

by publishers and authgrs. But World Dynamics was released by a previously

unknown publisher with ‘nothing more than the mailing of literature and

review copies. Yet within three months it was being discussed in “the daily

press, business periodicals, and in many special-interest publications.

Clearly, the issues touched on deep public concerns, ~ +

lhe resulting controversy has arisen because the computer modeling 4 oa Hee
process exposes internal contradictions that.exist in the currently prevalent £ oy

mental models, The computer models are essentially consistent with present (Fike
assumptions about major world interactions. The behavior of the models is yov wwf

consistent with the observed rising social, technical, economic, and environ- Spléinin
mental pressures around the world. But the models ‘come as a shock because evolve
they suggest a future that is quite different from the one our mental oT Wow -

models have been anticipating. The critics seem to assume that the inconsis-

tency between assumptions and expectations will be resolved by altering
che basic assumptions until models behave in accordance with our future

hopes. But it has been repeatedly shown that mental models are more

reliable in their basic assumptions than in anticipating future behavior

that follows from the assumptions. :

The reactions to the books seem to rest on nine viewpoints and

attitudes that the critics bring to the subject:

1. Assuming that analysis of social systems is premature
and hopeless because sufficient information is thought
aot to exist,

’



J Seeing the world from a narrow technical and material-
istic viewpoint that excludes important social forces.

Addréssing only limited physical and economic issues
while ignoring the successive layers of limits to growth.

A sense of impotence toward altering present world atti-
tudes becomes a sense of futility when the future is
discussed.
Believing capital accumulation is the key to the future
in spite of past inability in most cultures to acquire
capital faster than population has grown and in spite of
the rising forces that will lower the marginal productivity
of capital and reduce the social feasibility of more
rapid accumulation.

Hoping that market forces and prices can solve the problem
of shortages. He

Adopting a narrow disciplinary view so that the degree
of aggregation represented in the models is not inter-
preted correctly.

Failing to perceive correctly the implications:of aggre-
gation, leading to the belief that technical progress
has been omitted from the models,

Overlooking the way computer models are changing the
rules of debate so that vague and nonspecific complaints
are addressed to the clear and specific assumptions that
are given in a computer model,

|
|

/
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Taking each of these nine points in turn:

I. Analysis Not Possible, It is commonly stated by academic

critics that analysis of social systems as. prasonbed in World Dynamics

should not yet be undertaken because sufficient information is- not available,

This is a viewpoint that can be taken only by a critic who is free to stand:

on the sidelines and wait for certainty. It is a rational viewpoint for

the person who need not act and wishes to avoid professional risk. It is,

however , an alternative that is not available to .the manager, the political

leader, or the citizen, We all live now. We all act in the present. What

we do or avoid today determines the future. We do not have the option of

stopping time while knowledge accumulates, Furthermore, every decision

that is made is made on the basis of models. Those models are now ‘the

mental models in the heads of citizens, members of parliament, heads of

zovernment, and representatives at the United Nations. In general those

mental models are less comprehensive than the models that can now be assembled
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and put on a computer. They are also less accessible and less specific. In

addition they contain internal contradictions between the basic assumptions
and the assumed behavior. The critic, by suggesting that formal models
should be delayed, implies that he has more confidence in existing mental

models than he could ever have in ‘an explicit formal model. He is saying

that ignorance is bliss. He would rather depend on a mental model whose

assumptions are unknown to him than to depend on the best available model

that explicitly states those assumptions. "The computer models are now

beginning to compete with the mental models in plausibility and influence.

The proper rej oinder to an explicit computer model should be to offer

equally explicit alternatives and improvements so that our understanding
of social systems can rapidly —— NYT

2. - Materialistic Viewpoint, Criticisms have tended to focus at do not
on issues of resources, pollution, and capital. This betrays a narrow CUr (oles
materialistic perspective that misses the social, psychological, and politi- +50 CLurlot
cal aspects of existence, In fact the consequences of rapid technological ) bo fase
change, crowding, pressures ofl resources, and the need for rising resource cals,
flows from the underdeval oped countries to sustain sponomic groath in the

developed countries, all are manifesting themselves in economic stress,

genocide, rising crime rates, drug addiction, and an increasing probability
of a third world war, The fundamental issue here arises from the way |

that pressures created by. growth redistribute themselves within the social
system. If some of the pressures are relieved, growth continues until

remaining pressures intensify in other parts-of the system, —-—

We know better how to relieve technological pressures than we do economic

pressures. In turn, .we are more able to deal with economic issues than

the social and psychclogical issues. Therefore, the tendency is to release

the technological pressures and allow further growth to shift the stresses

into the economic and social realms. ~ Then by partially succeeding in the

counteraction of economic pressures, we make the ultimate transition into

unresolvable social stresses. In other words, the narrow materialistic

view that sees solutions to all problems as achievable through technology

will be responsible for intensifying ‘psychological and social disturbance.



3. Layers of Limits. The narrow economic viewpoint tends to

see world problems only in terms of resources and capital accumulation.
Yet the limits to growth exist in a succession of layers. To the extent

that the immediate layer can be relaxed, another layer is encountered.

This succession is shown in World Dynamics where, with the particular

assumptions that were chosen, the first limit to be encountered arises

from resources, Page 73 of World Dynamics, in referring to the resource-

limited mode that results in a population peak in 50 years, states,

. « . the figure should be interpreted as one of the possible

modes of behavior of the world system. One can argue that exhaustion
of natural resources is not the most likely limitation on popu-
lation growth, Actual stocks of natural resources may be greater
than the 250-year supply that has been assumed here. Further-
more, science may make continuing substitutions to delay the
impact of resource shortage. If natural resources do not limit
population growth and slow the pace of industrialization, however,
some other force in the world system will eventually do-so.

« « » natural resources may not be the most critical aspect

of the world environment. (page 74) « +
The effect of reducing the demand for natural resources is

to take one layer of restraint off the growth forces of the oyster.
(page 73) + . .

. . [this] teaches a fundamental lesson about complex

systems, When one pressure or difficulty is alleviated, the
result may be merely to substitute a new problem for the old.
Often the new mode is less desirable than the old. - In parti-
cular, the industrialized societies have come to depend on
technology to solve their problems, This succeeded when techno-
logy was improving .so rapidly that it could exploit geographical
space and natural resources faster than the population could
increase. But now, as technology reaches the pointofdiminishing
returns and begins to run short on space and resources, the
technological "solution' may more and more be .only a substitu-
tion of one crisis for another. . (page 80)

The book then continues to examine pollution as a possible limit,

food shortage as another possible limit, and crowding as the ultimate limit,
Those who depend only on cochaclogy should ask themselves what the next

set of limits will be. Will pursuit of technical goals simply lead to

more ‘intractable pressures in the economic and social sectors? I believe

they will, If so, the arguments presented by the materialistic technologists
will in time be recognized as naing been a route to greater social

disorientation.



4, Futility in the Face of Past Traditions, In effect, some

critics plead that we need not address ourselves to the future because

we cannot change the present traditions, satinas, and value Strusbures of
society. This is the voice of resignation and hopelessness. But it arises

from misjudging the interest of the public in the longer-term future and

the sensitivity of the public to present omens. The public viewpoint has

changed markedly in the last ten years toward an increasing concern for

environmental issues, an acceptance of the necessity for population limita-

tion, and a recognition that continued dependence on technology alone to

solve problems will produce rapidly intensifying stresses in the nontechnical

aspects of the world system. I believe the critics’ futility is unjustified

and that citizens, managers, and political leaders are beginning to recog-

nize deteriorating interactions between technical, economic, and social

forces as issues to which they must be increasingly responsive.

5. Confidence in Capital Accumulation. The technical optimism

is based on the assumption that massive accumulation of capital can solve

all problems. It is often suggested that addi sional capital investment

tail increase agliclliural ouiput, reduce poliution, and use lower grade

resources, This may be true if the capital accumulation can and does occur.

But the optimists do not address themselves to the feasibility of such

massive capital accumulation, Two developing trends suggest that it will

be more difficult than in the past, while, even in the past, capital accumu-

lation has been possible for only that quarter of the world's population that

has lived under particularly fortuitous circumstances. As environmental

limits are pressed more tightly, the cost of generating capital will increase

at the same time that its marginal productivity declines. Furthermore, as

population continues to grow while production comes ander ever heavier
testraint, there will be growing social pressures to divert current produc-

tion into current consumption. As the pressures for medical programs, old

age support, unemployment compensation, and public welfare payments mount,

there may be a declining capability for accumulating capital. |

6. Rising Prices. Prices have not been included in the variables

of the World Dynamics model. Many have seen the absence of prices as a

najor weakness, and have —— that price mechanisms would curtail use

of scarce goods and thereby prevent their disappearance. But rising prices

a0



imply more effort expended per unit of product. [sg real prices are

equivalent to lower productivity and a falling ¥tandard of living. It
matters very little to the consumer whether he cannot procure goods because

they are unavailable or because the price is higher than he can afford.

Prices are intervening variables between supply and demand, they are communi-

cators of shortage, and ‘they encourage the use of more abundant alternatives

for scarce goods, But prices cannot correct. a situation of total demand

exceeding total supply such as will exist if population and industriali-

zation extend beyond the limits of the world environment. This viewpoint

parallels the U. S. National Academy of Science report of August 1972,

Elements of a National Materials Policy, that states, "there was but small

support for the view that market forces alone will solve the foreseeable

problems,"
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7. Misinterpretation of Aggregation. An overview of a social

system discards fine detail so that broad issues can be more clearly

accentuated. When this is done, many of the intermediate relationships in
.a chain of causality are omitted, A critic who is | accustomed to taking a

L&amp;Y LOW SuLSysiciu View way observe tie vmission of the direct elements of

causality without looking beyond them to see if they are adequately repre-

sented by a more fundamental set of causes. This failure to judge from

the appropriate perspective is illustrated by reactions to the demographic
sector’ of World Dynamics. In the model birth rate depends on the material

standard of living, crowding, pollution, and food per capita, But critics

suggest alternative effects on birth rate without asking whether or not
these might in turn be related to the more fundamental variables already

represented in the model. For example, the suggestion is made that social

attitudes and institutional factors affect birth rate. Indeed they do but are they

not themselves apt to be a reflection of the availability of space, food,

material goods, and a satisfactory envionment” Social attitudes and inert
tutional factors reflect the self-discipline necessary for man to fit himself

into his environment and to the proximity of his fellow man,

As a more specific example, the suggestion has been offered that

the decline in French fertility in the nineteenth century might be due to

changes in the laws of inheritance, changed social attitudes, and the easier

life that fewer children make possible. . But one should look back into the



economic and political situation to see why the laws were changed and the

social attitudes were altered. And what was it in the changing technology

and rising industrialization that made fewer children advantageous? The
intervening variables that are suggested will often be but mere reflections

of the more fundamental variables ‘dealt with in World Dynamics.

The revived birth rate in the United States after World War II

and the more recent decline are often alleged to be contrary to the assump-

tions in the computer model. But depressed birth rates in the 1930's

followed by a rise in the 50's and a fall in the late 60's coincides closely

with the varying economic, psychological, and environmental. pressures on

the population.

8. Technical Change, The rT onuous belief that the World Dyna-
mics model takes no account of technical change is also traceable to lack

of familiarity with models that take a broad overview. Technical change is

represented in the World Dynamics model as part of capital investment. From

page 53 we find, "Capital includes buildings, roads, and factories. It
also includes education and the results of scientific research, for the

Latter are not represented elsewhere in the modal svetem ‘and the invect-

ment in them decays it about the ome rate as for physical capital."

Physical capital, education, and technical advancement have very similar
dynamic behavior. Each, in a real sense, as it interacts wi th population,

tends to reproduce itself, Physical capital tends to make possible a highex

rate of accumulation of physical captial. Knowledge makes it possible to

accumulate still more knowledge. Technical accomplishment: becomes the  _.
foundation for further technical accomplishment, They all, under the proper

circumstances, regenerate themselves in a positive feedback loop as in

World Dynamics. Dynamically speaking, they are very similar and can be

aggregated together as a first approximation. If this had not been done

with some success, how otherwise would the behavior of the model, which

starts with conditions of the year 1900, by itself generate a trajectory

that passes through the conditions of 1970? Certainly the seventy inter-

vening years have been marked by rapid technological change. The several

effects could have been separated and represented individually in the model.

Doing so would have made details easier to describe, but would have obscured

the broad overall structure of world interactions,
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9. Changed Rules of Debate. In the past men have debated the

merits of mental models and their implications for the future of society.

But the underlying assumptions have seldom been made specific and the
arguments have. been equally vague. But computer models of social structure

are explicit, the assumptions have meaning to an ordinary person who has

Senentedne of corresponding parts of the real system, and any concept that

can be expressed in explicit verbal language can be put into computer’

language. Translation from ordinary language to computer language is simpler

than translation between French and English. The grammar is more specific,

the constructions are unambiguous, All statements must be made in quanti-

tative form and murky thinking is suppressed.

With a clear and precise statement of assumptions, with an explicit

statement about structure, and with an unassailable presentation of the:

implications of the assumptions as presented in computer output, a new

rigor in debate is called for. | Contrary assumptions about structures and

influences should be presented with equal quantitative clarity. It would

then be possible to determine whether or not the al ternative suggestions

would chance the conclusions, Rut so far moet critics are standing cutside

of the new arena. They throw stones at explicit assumptions that are offered,

but do not risk opening themselves to similar inspection.. Although “far

better and more comprehensive models can and will be developed, no one has

yet offered an alternative quantitative model that he suggests is better.

The system dynamics methodology illustrated in World Dynamics
gives-a new basis for drawing together the interactions between technology,

politics, economics, law, ethics, and religion,* The interactions between
disciplines account for social behavior much more than influences from within

any single discipline. "System dynamics, by providing a common framework,

allows the interconnections to be established. But more than a systems

methodology is necessary. Knowledge about the subsystems is required. Time
is needed to put cach subsystem into a common framework. As the world

becomes more congested, the interactions become more signal iioant. If the

“For a discussion of religion in the context of these issues, see
my chapter, "Churches at the Transition Between Growth and World Equilibrium
in Toward Global Equilibrium, Dennis L., Meadows, editor, Wright-Allen Press,
238 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.



3.

changing patterns of social forces are to be undérstood and controlled,

the multiple interactions within society must he better understood. This,
 [I suggest, is the great challenge of the next one or two decades, The task

now is not the gathering of more detailed and elementary information. That

has been going on for years. We are overwhelmed with bits and pieces of

knowledge.
Now is the time to develop concrete theories of how this knowl-

edge is linked together. | Computer models are such theories. They

show the interrelationships; they allow a derivation of the consequences;

hey permit a test of the theories against the evidence from reality.

Toward achieving ‘this better understanding, I suggest that several major
research institutes need to be eatao li ghed, Each should contain men from

avery significant field of ‘endeavor. All should amalgamate existing knowl-

edge into unified theoretical structures (computer models), so that we can

better determine the future implications of what we now know and are now

doing. Alternative courses of action could then be evaluated to suggest
roads toward the most acceptable of available futures.
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